Undoubtedly, the greater artistic impact of the first group of films is based upon their thematic contentPerhaps one aspect of their more ready acceptance by American audiences is that they more closely reflect the social realities of the present day U.S.A. Marriage in the Shadows describes the moral and/or physical destruction of those who acquiesed to Hitler fascism. The concept that "art and artists should be pure and not involved with politics" and the phrase "I joined suchand-such governmental or privat art fund because I could then exert a countervailing liberal influence against the Nazis", rings more familiar to the American ear than the moral and social transformation of a younghood into a genuine human being in Do You Know Urban? The multifaceted mass appeal of fascism is revealed by L; ssy.Fascism had an appeal to the unemployed petty bourgeoisie (Lissy's husband), to socialists who accepted theNazi's. militant Wallacite tirades against the banks and the capitalists at face value (Lissy's brother), to those without moral scruples who simply viewed the Nazi party as a way to "get ahead" (her husband's friend). The general tenor of conversation by the audience after watching Lissy was "it hits too close to home!"Other films from this first group also have their contemporary counterparts: Wozzeck -experiments with syphilis on Blacks; The Blum Affairthe Angela Davis frameup,the Elsberg Case; The Gleiwitz Casethe Tonkin Bay incident.
A second reason for the greater success of the first group of films as compared with the second group is tha t the literature of struggle against tyranny is thousands of years old and already has well structured and defined formulas wheras the problem of how to artistically express the construction of how socialism has not yet been solved to the same extent. For example, Konrad Wolf,who directed two of the most powerful films included in this series, Lissy and I Was 19. both of which dealt with the Nazi period, also directed one of the most forgettable, The Naked Man in the Playing Field, which deals with an artist in contemporary socialist society.
On the other hand, whatever their artistic success, this second group attempts to deal with real problems: the working married professional woman and motherhood (The Seventh Year), the search for true love and a happy marriage (The Third), the limitations of our desires by the realities of life (The Story of Paul__and Paula), the problems of teenage marriage and children(My Dear Robinson) , the rehabilitation of an ex-convict (Do You Know Urban). Tne humanistic quality of society in the: GDR is perhaps btst revealed in those films populated by less than admirable characters. Obvicusly, the GDR film makers do not maintain that socialist realism must portray a Utopia, but rather, a society striving for a better life for all. 
